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This invention relates to means for flexibly

Further objects of the invention will appear

interconnecting the axles and spring suspensions as a description of the invention proceeds with
of motor road vehicles. It represents a continu referencel to the accompanying drawings, in
ation in part of my copending applications
which:

>

,

5 S. Nos. 208,369, illed July 25, 1927, 36,543, ñled „Figure 1 is a vertical longitudinal sectional 60
June 11, 1925, and 383,414, ñled August 3, 1929.
view taken on a plane cutting the axles immedi
The first one oi said copending applications is ately adjacent the frame on the inner side
in turn a division of my application, S. N. 51,243,
filed November 2, 1921, now Patent No. 1,660,188,

10

granted February 21, 1928.

Ä

f

In road vehicles, particularly in those of the
type disclosed in the above-mentioned applica
tions, it is essential in o'rder that destructive
shocks be not transmitted to the frame or through
the running gear, that each axle be resiliently
and flexibly connected to the frame and capable
of freedom of movement in every direction per
mitted by said resilient connections. Otherwise
the normal action of the -spring is restricted and
20 shocks are set up which not only cause unsatis
factory riding conditions when the construction
is used in buses and pleasure vehicles but also
rapidly destroy the life of the running gear.
Various types of flexible spring suspensions have
25 been designed, but in such constructions it has
been common practice to connect the springs to
the frame and axles in such manner. that the
latter are not free to tilt in transverse vertical
planes without setting up undue stresses and
30 influence upon the springs in the running gear.

thereof.

„

o

Figure 2 is a vertical section through one of

the hangers and the axle upon which it is 65

mounted, showing the detailed construction and
arrangement of the hanger and the mannerin
which the springs are connected thereto.
Figure 3 is a vertical section through the
hanger on a plane at right angles to that on 70
which Figure 2 is taken. ~

`

Figure 4, representing a modified form, is a
vertical longitudinal sectional view taken on a

plane cutting the axles immediately adjacent
the wheels on one side thereof.

Figure 5, showing several details of the device
illustrated in Figure 4, is a broken side eleva
tional view of the drive axle housing showing the
association therewith of a ball p hanger seat

adapted to receive a hanger for connecting the 80
frame to the axle.
Figure 6 is a transverse sectional view on a

plane represented by line 6-6 of Figure 5.
The two forms of this invention are illustrated
in connection with two different types of multi- 85

That is to say, as a wheel of the vehicle passes wheel road vehicles embodying tandem axles and’ f

over any road irregularity, the corresponding end
of the axle rises or falls with respect to the
chassis frame and this rising and falling move
ment is limited by the extent that the correspond
ing springs of the suspension are able to twist
about their longitudinal axes. It results that,
when violent shocks are transmitted to the axles,
the individual springs or other portions of the
spring suspension are liable to be broken or

spring suspensions, as shown in Figures l to 3 and
4 to 6 respectively. The first form will now be

described, like reference characters indicating
like parts throughout the several figures.
With reference to Figure 1 numeral '7 designates
one end of the chassis frame of a road vehicle.

Beneath this frame are disposed closely spaced
wheels 8 which support a pair of axle housings 9.
Each housing 9 is adapted to receive an axle shaft 95
damaged.
11, but it should be understood that said housings
Accordingly, a primary object of this inven
tion -is to provide a device for interconnecting the may comprise conventional dead axles without
axles and spring suspension of road vehicles in the reception of any driving elements. The axle
45 such manner that the axles are free to tilt in housings 9 are spaced from each other at each` 100

transverse planes without imposing substantial side of the vehicle by an upper spring 14 and a

lower spring 15, the ends of which are connected
twisting stresses on the suspension.
More specifically, it is an object to provide, to and supported by a pair of ball hangers, each
adjacent the ends oi.' the axles, spherical bearing of which comprises a pair of sections 12 and 13
50 surfaces to receive hangers which support the end and vis mounted upon one of the axles in a man- 105
of the spring. In this connection itis an im ner later to be described. A block 16 is disposed
portant object to so design the spherical surfaces between the springs 14 and 15 intermediate the
and hangers that either or both may be readily ends thereof and is rigidly secured with respect
and conveniently attached to or detached from thereto by a pair of long U-bolts 17, the threaded
55 the axle.
y
'
ends of which pass through a clamping plate 18 110
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and are secured in position by nuts 19 which means of an eye-member 45 disposed between the
engage said plate. \
` ` Block 16 is supported upon a transverse trun- `

spring leaf'securing _U-bolt 46,.to »the projecting
end of a transversely disposed trunnion

aft 47,

nion shaft 21 which in turn is` carried by bracket which shaft is Supported adjacent a pro ecting
22. The latter depends from the frame and is end thereof in a bracket 48 rigidly secured to the
rigidly secured thereto by riveting as at 23. It side of the frame' member 36.
_
will thus be seen that the wheels 8, together with
The forward end of the spring is connected to
the axle housing 9 and the springs 14 and 15, axle housing 38 by means of a ball hanger which
oscillate as a body about the axis of the trunnion comprises- a body portion 49 and a cap portion 5l
10 shaft 21 as the vehicle passes over road irregu secured together by bolts 62, said ball hanger

so`

larities.

15

20

25

30

having universal connection with a ball seat,
Details of construction of the hangers and the hereinafter described, for permitting vertical unl
manner in which they are connected between the versal oscillation of the opposite end of axle 38
springs and the laxle housing will best be ,observed without undue strain on the spring assembly. The
by reference to Figures 2 and 3. Each end of opposite or rear end of the spring is connected
each axle housing 9 is enlarged as at 24 to receive with axlel l41 in a similar manner, the hanger for
a pair of ball sections 25, each of which is provided this spring 'comprising a cap portion' 53 and a body
with a substantially semi-cylindrical extension portion 54, which body portion includes a longi
26. The extensions 26, and hence the ball sec tudinalextension 56 in order to dispose axle 41
tions 25, -are thrown together by bolts 27 (Figure at‘a greater ydistance from trunnion shaft 47 than 95
3). The enlargement 24 prevents .longitudinal l'axle 38, while utilizing a standard leaf spring.
movement of the ball section with respect to the The extension 56 of body 54 receives one end of
axle housing 9 and bolts Ã27 prevent rotational spring 44 and is provided with a pintlev 57 upon
movement of said sections with respect to said whichis pivoted the eye of the adjacent end of
housing. The combined peripheral surfaces of the spring. In like manner, the lower end of the
the ball sections 25 form a spherical surface 28 . body 49 of the forward hanger carries a pintle 100
upon which is mounted an upper hanger element 58- which passes through the adjacent eye ofthe
12 and a lower -hanger element 13. These hanger forward end of spring 44.
elements are provided with laterally extending
The seats provided upon the axle housing for
lugs 29 through which pass pins 31 having thread receiving the hangers are illustrated in detail in
ed ends upon which nuts 32 are secured for lock Figures 5 and 6. All of the seats are substantially 105
ing the hanger elements together upon the Vball identical in construction and the one on the for
seat. As illustrated, the interior of the hangers ward end of the axle housing will be described.
are shaped to provide a spherical surface for

Axle housing 38 is provided at one end with a '

sliding movement upon the ball surface 28. The pair of flanged shoulders 59. These shoulders are
upper hanger element 12 receives an end of spring spaced from each other to receive the extensions 110
14 which latter is maintained in position therein 6l and 62 respectively of a ball seat member 63.
by a horizontal transverse pin 33. A similar hori As indicated, the ball seat member 63 ismade
zontal pivot pin 34 is provided in the lower hanger up of a pair of complemental sections, the com
40 element 13 to receive the ends of springs 15. bined peripheral surface of which exclusive of ex 115
Each of the hanger elements is provided with a tensions 61 and 62, form a spherical seating sur
lubricating duct 35 through which oil may be fed face 64.
'
_
to the ball surface.

»

From the foregoing description, it will be seen
that
since the ball hanger elements are univer
45
sally mounted upon the ball member formed by
sections 25 carried by the axle housings 9, the
axle housings are permitted to tilt in transverse
vertical planes as the vehicle passes over road
irregularities without twisting the springs or
50
damaging >any of the other parts of the suspen

In order to secure the sections of the ball seat

63 in engagement, and to obviate any danger of
injury to the hangers supported on the seat in the 120
event of displacement of the securing means, the
sections are preferably secured in contacting en
gagcment by a pair of diametrically disposed bolts

67. detachably engaged in mating apertures in

ñanges 68 of the sections, which flanges are de 125
fined by cutting back as indicated at 65 and 66,
sion. ` Since the balls and hangers are made up of whereby the bolts 67 are disposed substantially

separable parts, they may readily be assembled inwardly of the ball surface, thereby substantially
upon any conventional axle housing and they minimizing the danger of contact between the
may readily be disassembled and assembled for bolts and the bearing surfaces of the hangers in
55 service
130
and replacement.
the event that the bolts become loosened.
The form shown in Figures 4-6 inclusive, is
It will be observed that the form of the in
taken from my copending application S. N. 383, vention
just described functions in substantiallyv
414, above mentioned.

In this embodiment a the same manner as that disclosed in Figures 1--3.

60 single leaf spring is employed but it will be ap

The ball hanger construction permits universal
parent from the following description that many movement of the axles with respect to the frame 135
of the details and principles are equally applicable and the axle housings may freely tiltin trans

to the device shown in Figures 1-3 inclusive as verse vertical planes without twisting or damag
well as to other forms which fall within the scope ing the elements of the spring suspension.
`
of the invention. As shown in Figure 4. a pair of
It will also be observed that in both embodi 140
ground engaging wheels 37 are disposed adjacent- ments of the invention, due to the fact that the
one end of a chassis frame 36. One of these hangers maintain the ends of the springs offset
wheels supports an end of an axle housing 38, in from the axles, the axles are not confined to
which is disposed a live axle 39, and the other swinging movement in fixed paths about the trun
70 wheel supports an axle housing 41 Within which nion axis. This is especially true when the hang 145
is disposed a dead axle 43; but it will be under ers are arranged as in Figure 4. Hence, in these
stood, as far as this invention is concerned, that multi-wheel constructions, any desired type of
the character of the axle sections Within thev driving mechanism, radius rods or torquing de

housings is immaterial. A standard leaf spring vices may be employed to regulate movement of
75 44 is pivotally secured intermediate its ends, by the axles as they swing- and tilt when the vehicle 150
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passes over road irregularities. No driving con universal movement on the bearing member; said
nections, or radius or torque rods, are shown for member comprising a pair of complemental semi
the reason that such devices form no part of the spherical sections provided with complemental
present invention and are not included in the recesses in their semi-spherical surfaces, and se

appended claims.

The invention may be embodied in other spe

curing elements for uniting said sections, said se

80

curing elements being disposed wholly Within said

ciñc forms Without departing from the spirit or recesses.
essential characteristics thereof. The present
4. In combination with a road vehicle axle and

embodiments are therefore to be considered in
all respects as illustrative and not restrictive, the
scope of the invention being indicated by the ap

a suspension beam, a ball seat member carried on

said axle; and a suspension hanger freely and 85
universally mounted upon said ball seat member;
said hanger comprising a relatively elongated arm

pended claims rather than by the foregoing de
scription, and all changes which come within the projecting downwardly from the axle and pro- .
meaning and range of equivalency of the claims vided at its free end with means for pivotally
are therefore intended to be embraced therein.
receiving an end of said beam and thereby freely
What I claim and desire to secure by U. S. Let
ters Patent is:
1. In combination with a road vehicle axle, a
ball seat member carried on said axle, a hanger
20 seated upon said ball seat member for universal

suspending a load, and a cap member comple
mental to and united with said arm; said cap

member being free of external connections and
pivots, and said arm including a rigid stabiliz
ing element extending longitudinally of said seat 95
movement with respect thereto, said hanger hav beyond the said means that pivotally receives the
ing a downwardly extending arm designed to end o1' said beam.

pivotally receive an element of a spring suspen

sion at a point materially and substantially di
25 rectly below the axis of said axle.
2. In combination, an axle provided with a
relatively immovable shoulder, a detachable bear
ing member comprising a pair of complemental

5. In combination with a vehicle axle and a

suspension beam, a ball seat member carried on
said axle; and a suspension hanger freely and 100
universally mounted upon said ball seat member;
said hanger comprising an arm projecting down
wardly from the axle and provided with exten
sections, said sections being clamped together in sion means for receiving and supporting an end
30 engagement with said axle and said. shoulder to of said beam and thereby suspending a load, said 105
prevent rotary and axial movement of said mem extension means comprising’a rigid stabilizing
ber relative to said axle, and a hanger universally element overlapped longitudinally of an appre
mounted on said bearing member.
ciable portion of said end of the beam, and a cap
3. In a hanger and bearing assembly designed member complemental to and united with said
~
35 to flexibly interconnect an axle with a spring arm.
110
suspension, a bearing member for detachable con
ROLLIE B. FAGEOL.

nection with the axle and a hanger designed for
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